Emotion exerts varied influences on memory. While task-relevant item memory is often enhanced by emotion, associative memory is generally impaired. Unitization is known to improve associative memory, but its effects and mechanisms in protecting associative memory from emotional interference are rather obscure. The current study investigated associative memory by employing experimental manipulation of unitization (vs. nonunitization) encoding strategy and stimulus emotion (neutral, intrinsic negative, and extrinsic negative), combined with event-related potential (ERP) signatures of familiarity (FN400 old/ new effects) and recollection (parietal late positive component/LPC old/new effects) in memory recognition. Both behavioral and ERP indices of associative recognition from the nonunitization group confirmed emotional interference in associative memory. Importantly, it was primarily intrinsic (vs. extrinsic) emotion that impeded associative memory. Unitization encoding improved memory performance in general, accompanied by enhanced recollection process and induction of familiarity process, which is typically not involved in associative memory recognition and was indeed absent in the nonunitization group. Importantly, unitization helped to preserve behavioral performance (specifically, response speed though not recognition strength) from interference by intrinsic emotion while largely reversed the detriment of intrinsic emotion on ERP indices of familiarity and recollection processes. Interestingly, a synergy between intrinsic emotion and unitization encoding was observed, which could underpin the facilitation of familiarity process in associative recognition of emotional pairs. Overall, current findings highlight interference by intrinsic emotion in associative memory, which is nonetheless responsive to mitigation by unitization encoding.
Introduction
The notion that emotion influences memory is beyond dispute, but the ways in which this influence operates and manifests are varied and complex, remaining an area of hot debate in memory research (Easterbrook, 1959; Kensinger, 2009; Mackay et al., 2004; Mather & Sutherland, 2011) . Emotion is known to influence multiple cognitive operations in diverse ways, generally facilitating intrinsic, task-relevant, and disrupting extrinsic, task-irrelevant ones (Pessoa, 2009; Williams, Mathews, & Macleod, 1996) . Memory recruits various dissociable parallel processes, such as sensory/perceptual representation and contextual association, akin to the dual representation model of memory (Brewin, Gregory, Lipton, & Burgess, 2010) . Therefore, depending on the inherent association (or the lack thereof) of these processes with emotion, memory is susceptible to both constructive and destructive forces of emotion (Bisby, Horner, Hørlyck, & Burgess, 2016) .
Interestingly, in the realm of memory, while intrinsic emotion often facilitates item memory and feature binding of emotional items (Mather & Nesmith, 2008; Nashiro & Mather, 2011; Schmidt, Patnaik, & Kensinger, 2011; Steinmetz, Knight, & Kensinger, 2016) , it tends to impair associative memory of discrete items by impeding association between individual emotional items (Madan, Caplan, Lau, & Fujiwara, 2012; Mao, You, Li, & Guo, 2015; Mather & Knight, 2008; Pierce & Kensinger, 2011; Rimmele, Davachi, Petrov, Dougal, & Phelps, 2011) . In keeping with that, recent neuroimaging studies indicate that object perceptual processing in the sensory cortex is enhanced by emotion whereas associative binding in the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus is impaired by emotion (Luck, Leclerc, & Lepage, 2014; Mather et al., 2006; Murray & Kensinger, 2014; Onoda, Okamoto, & Yamawaki, 2009) . To add to the complexity of emotional influence in memory, emotional effects on item memory per se could further differ drastically for central versus peripheral items (Kensinger, 2009; Mather, 2007) , as the former being intrinsically, whereas the latter only extrinsically related with emotion. It is however not clear how intrinsic emotion compares with extrinsic emotion in influencing associative memory.
Nevertheless, emotional interference of associative memory has been shown to disappear or even turn into mnemonic benefits when associative processes are strengthened through effortful between-item integration during encoding (Guillet & Arndt, 2009; Murray & Kensinger, 2012) . Unitization, an encoding strategy that integrates discrete items into a single unit, has been shown to enhance associative memory (Diana, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2008; Graf & Schacter, 1985 . It makes intuitive sense that by strengthening associative binding during encoding, unitization can offset memory interference caused by emotion, thereby preserving associative memory. It also is possible that given the inherent emotional relation, discrete objects sharing the same emotion (e.g., two negative words) may receive privileged integration by unitization, affording a synergy between emotion and unitization to improve associative memory of emotional objects (Murray & Kensinger, 2014) . That is, compared with extrinsic emotion, intrinsic emotion could exert a paradoxical facilitation effect on associative memory when unitization encoding is applied.
Familiarity and recollection represent two primary processes underlying memory recognition (Yonelinas, 2002) , and the recollection process is known to play a major role in associative memory, particularly fostering recognition of relational bindings among items (Donaldson & Rugg, 1998; Hockley & Consoli, 1999; Opitz & Cornell, 2006; Yonelinas, 1997; Yonelinas, 2002) . Nevertheless, when the unitization strategy is applied during encoding of between-item associations, familiarity can be engaged to support the recognition of the association as a unitized representation (Opitz & Cornell, 2006; Parks & Yonelinas, 2015) . In keeping with that, event-related-potential (ERP) studies of associative recognition demonstrate that familiarity-based frontal old/new effect arises in the unitization (but not the nonunitization) condition (Tibon, Ben-Zvi, & Levy, 2014; Tibon, Gronau, Scheuplein, Mecklinger, & Levy, 2014; . Therefore, insights into familiarity and recollection processes in emotion-laden associative memory would shed light on modulatory mechanisms, such as unitization, that can mitigate such emotional interference.
Therefore, we conducted an associative memory study using word pairs, where the encoding strategy was manipulated to either promote or prevent unitization. Specifically, to elucidate the mechanism underlying the interaction between emotion and unitization in associative memory, we assayed their impacts on the familiarity and recollection processes during the recognition of word pair associations, using their signature event-related potentials (ERPs). That is, the frontal old/ new effect at 300~500 ms poststimulus, also known as the FN400 effect, was used to index familiarity-based recognition, while the parietal old/new effect in a late positive component (LPC; 500~800 ms poststimulus) was used to index recollection-based recognition (Curran, 2000; Diana, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2007; Rugg & Curran, 2007) . Finally, as mentioned above, whether emotion is intrinsic or extrinsic may modulate how emotion and unitization influence associative memory. Stimulus emotional content was thus manipulated as intrinsic (involved in word pairs serving as the target) or extrinsic (involved in scenes serving as the context) to explicate emotional interference along the intrinsic-versus-extrinsic dimension.
Methods

Participants
Forty-eight college students (32 females; mean age 23.1 ± 2.2 years) from Capital Normal University participated in the experiment and received monetary compensation. Based on the typical size of similar effects in our lab (n = 17/group; f = 0.35; moderate to large; Huang, Yang, Zhang, & Guo, 2014; Liu, Rosburg, Gao, Weber, & Guo, 2017; Mao et al., 2015) and our design of three repeated measures and two independent groups, this sample size (n = 24/group) would have a reasonable power of 0.83. Participants were healthy, right-handed native Chinese speakers, with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All of them were prescreened for history of neurological or psychiatric disorders, learning disorders, head injury or psychotropic drug use. Informed consent was obtained from each participant, which was approved by the Capital Normal University Institutional Review Board. Ten participants were excluded from the analyses, including three participants with very poor performance of the task (associative Pr < 0; detailed below), one with extremely low imagery success rate (<20% of pairs imagined), and six additional participants with insufficient valid ERP trials (n ≤ 15 in one or more of the experimental conditions). The final sample consisted of 38 participants, including 19 in the nonunitization group (14 females; mean age 24.2 ± 1.9 years) and 19 in the unitization group (14 females; mean age 23.2 ± 2.2 years).
Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of 320 pictures and 960 Chinese two-character words. Pictures served as the context for the word pairs at study, which depicted scenes with people, animals, landscapes, and artifacts. Pictures were selected from the International Affective Pictures System (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 2008) Marin & Leder, 2013) .
For the word stimuli, we first selected 1,775 concrete nouns from the Modern Chinese frequency dictionary (Liu, 1990) , with the mean frequency of 91.67 per million. An independent sample (N = 15) provided ratings of the words on a scale of 1 to 9 on the dimensions of valence, arousal, familiarity, and imageability. Based on the ratings, 960 words were selected, including 480 negative words [valence: mean (SD) = 3.21 (0.85); arousal: mean (SD) = 5.13 (1.30)] and 480 neutral words [valence: mean (SD) = 5.56 (0.54); arousal: mean (SD) = 3.07 (0.92)]. Negative words were more negative and arousing than neutral words [valence: t (479) = −48.94, p < 0.001; arousal: t (479) = 28.37, p < 0.001] but equal to neutral words on imageability, familiarity, and frequency (p's > 0.05). Words were pseudo-randomly combined to form word pairs of negative/negative words or neutral/neutral words, resulting in 240 semantically unrelated negative and 240 semantically unrelated neutral word pairs.
A total of 320 pairs (160 negative and 160 neutral pairs) were then combined with 320 pictures as materials for the study phase. The remaining 160 pairs (80 negative and 80 neutral pairs) served as new pairs during retrieval (Fig. 1A) . The 320 picture-word-pair combinations formed 4 study lists of 80 each-Bneg-neg^: a negative picture with a negative word pair, Bneg-neu^: a negative picture with a neutral word pair, Bneu-neg^: a neutral picture with a negative word pair, and Bneu-neu^: a neutral picture with a neutral word pair. The Bneg-neg^stimuli served as fillers, such that the word and picture stimuli could be fully counterbalanced across the groups. Given our interest in examining intrinsic versus extrinsic emotion (in relation to neutral emotion) in associative memory, this condition of mixed intrinsic and extrinsic emotion was not included in the analyses. At retrieval, 160 intact pairs (the same pairs at study), 160 rearranged pairs (by mixing words belonging to different study pairs), and 160 new pairs were presented, each containing 80 negative and 80 neutral pairs. The intact and rearranged pairs were randomly selected from each study list (half intact and half rearranged). The test pairs were counterbalanced across subjects to ensure that every word was presented equally often in intact or rearranged pairs. Careful examination on the pictureword-pair combinations and the rearranged pairs ensured minimal pre-existing semantic relatedness among the stimuli. As the old/new effect between intact and new pairs would be confounded by item memory, we focused on the comparison between intact and rearranged pairs, which would demonstrate a relatively pure old/new effect of associative memory (Li, Mao, Wang, & Guo, 2017; Rhodes & Donaldson, 2008; .
Procedure
Participants were seated at a distance of 60 cm from a Dell monitor in an electrically shielded room. Stimuli were displayed (using Presentation) at the center of the monitor against a gray background. The pictures subtended a visual area of 12°× 9°, and the word pairs presented in a 40-point black font subtended a visual area of 6.2°× 1.4°. A standard study-test paradigm was adopted, which included 8 study-test blocks, with each study phase followed by a test phase after a distraction task of 3-digit backward counting. Stimuli were thus split evenly into the 8 blocks, presented pseudo-randomly with no more than three consecutive trials from the same condition.
At study, each trial started with a black fixation cross for 1,000~1,500 ms, followed by a picture for 1,500 ms, during which the participants must verbally report whether they would BBack Away^or BStay There^from the scene as they encountered them (Fig. 1B ). A word pair was then superimposed at the center of the picture for 4,000 ms. During this period, participants were required to create a unitized (unitization group) or nonunitized (nonunitization group) mental imagery for the word pair as vividly as possible. Unitization involved creating an image of the words in a pair interacting with each other (e.g., for Boffice-eagle^: participants were asked to imagine some eagles in an office; Murray & Kensinger, 2012) , whereas nonunitization involved creating a separate image for each individual word (e.g., for Boffice-eagle^: participants were asked to form an image of an office and to separately form an image of an eagle). Then, a screen with a prompt of BPlease rate your success^was presented for 1,500 ms, and participants were to rate their success at generating mental images by button pressing (absolute failure, fuzzy imagery, moderately detailed imagery, and clear and vivid imagery). An ANOVA (emotion × strategy) on the proportion of appropriate mental images (pairs that were given a rating of Bmoderately detailed imagery^or Bclear and vivid imagery^) revealed no main or interactive effect of emotion and strategy [F's < 1.20, p's > 0.31]. Therefore, imagery did not differ among the conditions. All participants had first completed a practice phase, including ten word pairs, where they were given examples and practiced on the encoding strategy of unitized or nonunitized mental imagery according to their group assignment (Murray & Kensinger, 2012) . They were asked to describe the images they formed by oral report. We then assessed whether they formed the images successfully and provided feedback. All participants were able to use the encoding strategy appropriately after the practice phase.
At test, each trial started with a fixation cross for 1,000~1,500 ms, followed by a word pair for 2,000 ms. Pictures were not presented at retrieval. Participants were asked to make a response of Bintact,^Brearranged,^or Bnewv ia keyboard as quickly and accurately as possible. Buttons were counterbalanced across participants. Half of participants (in per group) made responses of Bold^and Brearranged^by pressing the key BF^and BG^with left hand, and of Bnew^by pressing the key BJ^with right hand. The other half of participants responded Bold^and Brearranged^by pressing the key BH^and BJ^with right hand, and Bnew^by pressing the key BF^with left hand.
EEG recording and analysis
The EEG was recorded using a 64-channel Neuroscan system with a 500-Hz sampling rate with a 0.05~100-Hz bandpass filter. The electrode locations adhered to the extended international 10-20 system. Electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded by a pair of electrodes placed outside the outer canthi of each eye and one infraorbital to the left eye. The left mastoid was used as the reference site online, and EEG signals were rereferenced offline to the average of the left and right mastoid recordings. Impedance was less than 5 kΩ. EEG/EOG signals were filtered with a bandpass of 0.05~40 Hz. EEG data from the test phase were separated into 1,100-ms epochs, including 100 ms before stimulus onset for baseline correction. Epochs with amplitude exceeding ±75 μV were rejected. EOG blink artifacts were corrected using a linear regression estimate (Gratton, Coles, & Donchin, 1983) . The minimal number of trials for each condition was set at 16, and 6 participants were excluded for failing to meet the minimal number of trials.
Based on previous ERP investigations on frontal old/new effects and parietal old/new effects (Li et al., 2017; Rugg & Curran, 2007; Speer & Curran, 2007; Wolk et al., 2006) , and based on visual inspection of the grand average ERP waveforms, time windows of 300~500 ms and 500~800 ms were isolated to characterize the frontal and parietal old/new effects, respectively. Mean amplitudes for these windows were obtained from the frontal (collapsed across F3, Fz, and F4) and the parietal (P3, Pz, and P4) scalp locations (Bader, Mecklinger, Hoppstädter, & Meyer, 2010; Zheng, Li, Xiao, Ren, & He, 2016) for statistical analysis.
Statistical analysis
Behavioral data of interest included reaction times (RTs) and a discrimination measure of old/new effects, associative Pr, defined Neutral pairs (target; e.g., B番茄 耳 机^meaning Btomato-headphones^) were superimposed on negative image (context) to form the Bneg-neu^condition. Negative pairs (e.g., B 碑 鼻屎^meaning Btombstone-booger^) were superimposed on a neutral image as the Bneu-neg^condition. Neutral pairs (e.g., B红旗 雨伞^m eaning Bflag-umbrella^) were superimposed on a neutral image as the Bneu-neu^condition. The Bneg-neg^condition (negative words on a negative image) only served as filled stimuli. (B) In the emotional associative memory task, participants completed a study phase followed by a test phase after a distraction task.
by subtracting false alarm rates for rearranged pairs from hit rates for old/intact pairs (Jäger, Mecklinger, & Kipp, 2006; Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988) . RTs were extracted from correct trials only (i.e., hits and correct rejections). ERP data of interest were extracted from correct trials only (Donaldson & Rugg, 1998; Paller et al., 2003) and included the frontal mean amplitude at 300~500 ms and the parietal mean amplitude at 500~800 ms. We conducted repeated analyses of variance (ANOVAs; with Greenhouse-Geisser correction for non-sphericity) with a between-subjects factor of encoding strategy (unitization or nonunitization) and two within-subjects factors of response (intact or rearranged) and emotion (neg-neu, neu-neg, or neu-neu) on the RT and ERP data. For the associative Pr index that was already adjusted for old/new (i.e., intact/rearranged) difference, we performed an ANOVA of strategy and emotion. P values in t test were corrected for false discovery rate (FDR) at p < 0.05.
Results
Behavioral results
Associative Pr
An ANOVA (emotion × strategy) on the associative Pr revealed a main effect of encoding strategy [F (1, 36) = 54.75, p < 0.001, η Fig. 2A ]. However, the interaction between emotion and strategy was not significant [F (1.80, 64.89) = 0.03, p = 0.96]. Therefore, associative Pr was generally improved by unitization encoding and impaired by intrinsic emotion. The means and SDs of Pr for the different conditions, along with RTs and accuracy, are presented in Table 1 .
Response times
An ANOVA (emotion × response × strategy) on response times (RTs) revealed main effects of encoding strategy [F (1, 36) = 7.24, p < 0.05, η RTs were significantly faster in the unitization (vs. nonunitization) group, significantly slower in the intrinsic emotion (neu-neg) than extrinsic emotion (neg-neu) and neutral (neu-neu) conditions (p's < 0.05) and significantly faster in the old/intact (vs. rearranged) condition (see means and SDs in Table 1 ). There also was an emotion-by-response interaction [F (2, 71.99) = 3.18, p < 0.05, η 2 p = 0.08] and, importantly, a three-way emotion-by-response-by-strategy interaction [F (2, 71.99) = 3.44, p < 0.05, η 2 p = 0.09; Fig. 2B ]. We further broke down this three-way interaction in two follow-up ANOVAs.
A follow-up ANOVA (emotion × strategy) for intact responses revealed a main effect of encoding strategy [F (1, 36) = 6.99, p < 0.05, η slower RTs for the intrinsic emotion (neu-neg) than neu-neu (p < 0.01 FDR) and neg-neu conditions (p < 0.05 FDR) in the nonunitization group. In the unitization group, emotion, either intrinsic or extrinsic, did not exert an effect on response speed (p = 0.14). Therefore, for rearranged (i.e., new) responses, we observed a protective effect of unitization encoding in memory recognition speed.
ERP results
Frontal 300-500-ms window Overall, besides a general emotion effect, there was an FN400 old/new effect in the unitization group in both the neu-neu and neu-neg (but not neg-neu) conditions but no old/new effects in the nonunitization group. Fig. 3 ERPs in the unitization group. (A) Unitization group grand average ERP waveforms for the intact response (black) and rearranged response (red) in three conditions at two scalp locations (F3, Fz, F4 collapsed as the frontal site; P3, Pz, P4 as the parietal site). Indexing familiarity-based recognition of associative memory, the frontal waveforms during 300-500 ms (tan areas) differed between intact and rearranged conditions in the neu-neg and neu-neu conditions (i.e., FN400 effects). Indexing recollection-based recognition, parietal waveforms during 500-800 ms (grey areas) were stronger for the intact than the rearranged condition. 
Discussion
The present study was designed to elucidate the effects of (intrinsic vs. extrinsic) emotion and unitization encoding strategy on associative memory. Our behavioral measures of memory recognition, Pr and RTs, converged on an overall benefit of unitization in contrast to a general detriment of intrinsic emotion for associative memory. Nevertheless, an important exception stood out: when the unitization strategy was applied, intrinsic emotion failed to slow down recognition of rearranged pairs, highlighting a protective effect of unitization encoding against emotional interference in associative memory. ERP results provided important insights into these behavioral findings. Reflecting enhanced familiarity process by unitization, FN400 (frontal 300~500 ms) old/new effects emerged in the unitization but not the nonunitization group for both neutral and negative word pairs. Supporting strengthened recollection, especially for word pairs associated with intrinsic or extrinsic emotion, parietal LPC (500~800 ms) old/new effects appeared for all word pairs in the unitization group but only for the neutral pair in the nonunitization group. Notably, relative to intrinsic emotion, extrinsic emotion had limited effects on associative memory, which also could be mitigated by unitization encoding.
In keeping with the notion that associative recognition recruits recollection but not familiarity (Donaldson & Rugg, 1998; Hockley & Consoli, 1999; Yonelinas, 1997) , our results for the neutral (control) word pairs in the nonunitization group revealed parietal LPC old/new effects (p < 0.01) but not FN400 old/new effects (p = 0.53), confirming the engagement of recollection (vs. familiarity) in associative memory. Also consistent with the idea that familiarity would be engaged in associative memory following unitization encoding (Opitz & Cornell, 2006; Parks & Yonelinas, 2015) , the unitization group showed both parietal LPC and FN400 old/new effects in the control condition (p ≤ 0.01). The close alignment of these ERP indices with existing theories and evidence thus corroborates their validity as distinct neural correlates of familiarity and recollection (Curran, 2000; Diana et al., 2007; Rugg & Curran, 2007) .
Emotion effects in the nonunitization group replicated previous studies of associative memory involving emotional information. We observed that intrinsic emotion (neu-neg) reduced associative Pr and prolonged RTs, relative to the neutral (neu-neu) condition, supporting the idea of emotion disrupting associative memory (Madan et al., 2012; Mao et al., 2015; Mather & Knight, 2008; Pierce & Kensinger, 2011; Rimmele et al., 2011) . Accordingly, in contrast to the neutral condition, there was no LPC old/new effect in the intrinsic emotion condition (Brewin et al., 2010) . Our inclusion of an extrinsic (neg-neu) emotion condition, in which emotion was present in the context (background scenes), revealed that extrinsic emotion did not affect Pr and RTs (relative to the neutral Fig. 4 ERPs in the non-unitization group. (A) Nonunitization group grand average ERP waveforms for the intact response (black) and rearranged response (red) in three conditions at two scalp locations. Indexing the absence of familiarity-based recognition effects in the nonunitization group, frontal waveforms during 300-500 ms (tan areas) were not significantly different between the intact and rearranged conditions. Indexing recollection-based recognition, parietal waveforms during 500-800 ms (grey areas) were stronger for the intact than the rearranged condition (i.e., parietal LPC or old/new effect), but only in the neu-neu condition. (B) Topographical maps of the old/new effects (intact minus rearranged) in each time window. condition), accentuating the detrimental impact of intrinsic emotion on associative memory. We also note that in the nonunitization group, the LPC old/new effect in the extrinsic emotion was not significant. Nonetheless, unlike the intrinsic emotion condition, there was a trend of greater LPC for the old than rearranged word pair (p = 0.34) in the extrinsic emotion condition. Given that the LPC component was the smallest in the extrinsic emotion condition, we speculate that contextual emotion may have disrupted this component in general and thus masked the old/new effect. Overall, these behavioral and ERP findings are consistent with multiple accounts arguing that emotional effects are particularly salient when the emotional information is intrinsic or of high priority (Bisby et al., 2016; Brewin et al., 2010; Madan et al., 2012; Mather & Sutherland, 2011; Pessoa, 2009; Stein, Zwickel, Ritter, Kitzmantel, & Schneider, 2009 ), thereby particularly potent at disrupting the binding of discrete items (Brewin et al., 2010; Luck et al., 2014; Mather et al., 2006; Murray & Kensinger, 2014; Onoda et al., 2009) .
The employment of unitization encoding in the unitization group substantially improved associative memory. It is posited that the unitization encoding strategy can elicit the familiarity process in associative recognition by integrating separate items into a singular unit such that a unified representation is retrieved and recognized (Graf & Schacter, 1989) . Indeed, as mentioned above, FN400 old/new effects emerged in the unitization group (while absent in the nonunitization group), which were accompanied by greater associative memory (Pr and RTs) in the unitization than nonunitization group, replicating recent reports of unitization enhancing familiarity and boosting associative memory (Ahmad & Hockley, 2014; Diana, Boom, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2011; Tibon, Ben-Zvi, et al., 2014; Tibon, Gronau, et al., 2014; Tu & Diana, 2016; .
Of particular relevance to our investigation, unitization reversed the detrimental effect of emotion on both ERP indices of familiarity and recollection processes. The remedial effect of unitization on recollection was fairly equivalent for both intrinsic and extrinsic emotion conditions. That is, the parietal LPC old/new effects were restored for both emotional conditions, suggestive of a powerful, general effect of unitization in enhancing the recollection process. However, the effect of unitization on familiarity appeared to be unique to intrinsic emotion. In the unitization group, the intrinsic emotion condition elicited reliable familiarity (FN400 old/new effects), comparable in strength to the neutral condition, which were completely disrupted in the nonunitization group. In contrast, familiarity remained absent in the extrinsic emotion condition despite the unitization strategy. That intrinsic emotion commands an advantage in unitization over extrinsic emotion represents a synergy between intrinsic emotion and unitization in inducing familiarity during associative recognition. That is, unitization may leverage the inherent emotional association between negative word pairs, yielding a particularly strong effect of integration that underpins familiarity (Murray & Kensinger, 2014) . In contrast, the presence of emotion in the context instead of the word items (i.e., extrinsic emotion) may disrupt the unitization process by distracting attention from the words to the context. Therefore, the synergy between unitization and intrinsic emotion in boosting the familiarity process would represent a paradoxical force counteracting with its disruptive impact on associative memory that likely extends beyond familiarity and recollection (Kensinger, 2009, emotion review) . These two opposing forces could result in multifaceted behavioral outcome: ultimately, the balance of this tug-of-war could manifest in forms of memory improvement, deterioration, no effect. Indeed, the current behavioral outcome suggests that emotional interference was fairly predominant, outweighing unitization-related enhancement in recognition accuracy and response speed to old pairs, but unitization trumped emotional interference in recognition speed to rearranged pairs. This relatively specific effect on reaction time as opposed to recognition strength implicates enhanced processing fluency associated with strengthened familiarity via unitization (Jacoby & Whitehouse, 1989) .
Prior studies have demonstrated effects of unitization in alleviating associative memory impairment by age and amnesia (Bastin et al., 2013; Diana, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2010; Giovanello, Keane, & Verfaellie, 2006; Quamme, Yonelinas, & Norman, 2007; Zheng et al., 2016) . Our results expand the application of unitization to emotion-induced associative memory impairment. Moreover, our experimental manipulation of unitization encoding strategy emphasizes a causal effect of unitization in this process. Given the possible synergy between emotion and unitization, unitization could be especially effective in mitigating emotional interference in associative memory. As such, strategies involving unitization encoding can be useful not only in everyday living but also as clinical interventions or self-help techniques in treating memory problems. Conversely, the knowledge that unitization can mediate persistent negative associations may promote novel clinical interventions of emotional disorders. For instance, treatment efficacy for posttraumatic stress disorder, represented by overgeneralized threat responses including traumatic flashbacks (Brewin et al., 2010) , would improve when traumatic associative memory (e.g., between an innocuous place with a car accident) is dismantled by dissolving pathological integration of discrete events.
